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Ororad

To account for slope, shadow and sky view efects on 
short- and longwave radiation at the surface:

Orotur

To account for the impact of the subgrid-scale orography 
on the surface layer momentum fuxes:



  

Ororad

slope   shadow                                    sky view    efects

Trigonometry …

 but how to describe the subgrid-scale orography 
properties in a NWP model?



  

Principles

1. Average the fuxes, not orography

e.g. net SW radiation

- small-scale orography features have 
been condensed to grid-scale slope, 

shadow and sky view factors

How to derive them optimally?



Variables



Variables



  

Principles

2. Mind the physics of scales



  

Principles

3. KISS: keep it simple, stupid

Integrated into the NWP model in runtime?

Preprocessed?

Postprocessed?
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Fraction of                                                                  Mean maximum 
             SE slopes                                                                         SE slope 

Fraction of                                                                  Mean maximum 
             SE slopes                                                                         SE slope 

  external for cy38 
 grid-scale by cy43 PGD



  

Fraction of                                                                  Mean maximum 
             SE slopes                                                                         SE slope 

SRTM* point 
of ca.100m

Harmonie  
gridsquare
of 1.5km

Sector of 
45 deg (SE) 
from one 
SRTM point

*SRTM = Shuttle Radar Topography Mission https://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/



  

Calculations for each SRTM point, statistics for each gridsquare

1)



  

Calculations for each SRTM point, statistics for each gridsquare

Maximum slope among 8 neighbours for each SRTM point:

- slope direction → pick to own direction sector (e.g. SE) within each gridsquare 

- slope angle → calculate mean maximum slope of each sector within gridsquare 



  

Using gridsquare average h results in a diferent variable, explicit slope 

2)



  

Orography gradient correlation 

tensor

ellipsoid within each gridsquare 

3)



  

Eigenvalues of the tensor

Principal axis →  direction with 
respect to model grid

Mean subgrid-scale 
slope 

Asymmetry factor
(form of the ellipsoid)



  

Subgrid 
tensors 

within the 
grid-squares 
→ slope and 
directional 
fraction 

3a)



  

All three+ methods are already available somewhere in SURFEX

1) Import fne-resolution slopes → read and 
average in PGD physiography generation: 
ororad experiments in cy38

2) Use mean elevation: alternative for ororad 
in cy43

3) Calculate tensor for SSO: originally for 
gravity wave parametrizations in the 
atmospheric model IFS-ARPEGE → ALADIN → 
SURFEX orographic drag

3a) Subtensors: alternative for ororad in cy43



  

Fraction of                                                                  Mean maximum 
             SE slopes                                                                         SE slope 

1)

3a)

Fraction of                                                                  Mean maximum 
             SE slopes                                                                         SE slope 

  srtm-external for cy38
    subgrid-scale by cy43 PGD 



  

2)

=7.4 deg

3)

  sso slope
grid-scale by cy43 PGD



  

Calculation of local horizon  around   each SRTM point, statistics for each gridsquare



  

Calculation of local horizon angle around each SRTM point
by scanning one-degree direction angles in 8 sectors. 
Statistics for grid-scale sky-view and shadow factors

KISS?



  

Observed horizon 
(grey shaded area) 
and calculated local 
horizon angles (blue 

dots and green 
circles) around the 

Alpine station 
St. Leonhard/Pitztal, 

Austria.
 

Blue dots are in SRTM 
grid, green circles 
estimated for NWP 
gridpoint (2500m)

 
Red and blue lines

show the path of the 
sun at the winter (blue) 

and summer (red) 
solstice.

Result: local horizon around each SRTM point



  

Sky view factor based on subgrid/grid-scale local horizon

“Senkova” subgrid-                                                        “Manners” subgrid- 
                     scale                                                                               scale
           by external                                                                      by external    
                program                                                                          program      
  

“Senkova” grid-scale
                  by cy43 PGD                     
    

Note the diferent colour scales!

“Manners” subgrid-scale
                  by cy43 PGD     



  

Sky view factor based on subgrid/grid-scale local horizon

“Senkova” subgrid-                                                        “Manners” subgrid- 
                     scale                                                                               scale
           by external                                                                      by external    
                program                                                                          program      
  

“Senkova” grid-scale
                  by cy43 PGD                     
    

Note the diferent colour scales!

“Manners” subgrid-scale
                  by cy43 PGD     

There are diferent possibilities and the results 
difer. However, the sky view factor is averaged 

from the local horizon angles of diferent 
directions that makes it quite smooth in grid-scale

Manners = slope of the starting point is taken into account when 
calculating the sky view factor. This is more correct, but the result depends 

on defnition of the slope.

Senkova = starting point is assumed fat. This is more approximate.



Ororad sensitivities

Rontu Laura, Wastl Clemens, Niemela Sami, 2016: Infuenne of the details of topography on weather forenast 
– evaluation of HARMONIE experiments in the Sonhi Olympins domain over the Caunasian mountains, 

Frontiers in Earth Snienne,4,(13). doi:  http://dx.doi.org/10.3389/feart.2016.00013

LWDN W/m2 Diference 
from no-ororad

MUSC cy38 experiments over Krasnaya Polyana, Sochi

A longwave example: the efect of orography is larger 
than the diference between radiation schemes

http://dx.doi.org/10.3389/feart.2016.00013


MUSC cy43 experiments over Krasnaya Polyana: infuence of diferent orofelds

Diference
from no-ororad

Diference
from no-ororad

Diference
from no-ororad

SWDglob W/m2LWD W/m2

SWDif W/m2
● LWD diferences seem to be larger than 

in the cy38 experiments (diferent input 
atmosphere, too)

● SWD (global radiation) diferences are 
due to the difuse radiation

● 43seocf and 43se use same orofelds but the 
results difer (to be explained soon ...)

Orofelds come from:
38es: external senkova, cycle38
38em: external manners, cycle38
43se: explicit slopes in PGD, cycle 43
43ma: subgrid slopes in PGD, cycle 43

  43seocf: explicit slopes in PGD, cycle 43



MUSC cy43 experiments over Krasnaya Polyana: infuence of diferent orofelds

Diference
from no-ororad

Slope factor 
(includes coszen 
when active)

Diference
from no-ororad

Diference
from no-ororad

Shadow factor

Skyview factor

● Minor diferences in slope factor
● Shadow factor infuences in the 

afternoon/early morning only
● Sky-view factors difer except between 

43se and 43seocf

Orofelds come from:
38es: external senkova, cycle38
38em: external manners, cycle38
43se: explicit slopes in PGD, cycle 43
43ma: subgrid slopes in PGD, cycle 43

  43seocf: explicit slopes in PGD, cycle 43



Diference
from no-ororad

Surface energy
balance W/m2

MUSC cy43 experiments over Krasnaya Polyana: infuence of diferent orofelds

Diference
from no-ororad

Tsurf K

Diference
from no-ororad

CWP kg/m2

● Tsurf and energy balance diferences are 
correlated (as expected)

● Cloud interactions! 43Seocf  uses diferent 
microphysics than the others– no OCND2 

● Low clouds may be unrealistic in MUSC but 
such sensitivities may appear also in 3D! 

Orofelds come from:
38es: external senkova, cycle38
38em: external manners, cycle38
43se: explicit slopes in PGD, cycle 43
43ma: subgrid slopes in PGD, cycle 43

  43seocf: explicit slopes in PGD, cycle 43
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Orotur



Variables
Only one orovariable is used for orotur: 

the subgrid-scale standard deviation of surface elevation

Any other variable, characterizing surface elevation 
variations, might do as well: 

Slope angle ?
Sky view factor ?



Wind sensitivity example (old)

V m/s Diference 
from no-orotur

 Wind speed (m/s) as a function of height (m, y-axis) and time (x-axis) for 
Krasnaya Polyana from MUSC experiments initiated at 06~UTC the 8th of 

February 2014 with enhanced wind forcing. Values of the enhanced 
experiment on the left, diference from the reference (no orotur) on the right.
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Next steps within cy43 

ORORAD

● Compare external v.s. subtensor slopes, local horizon 
and skyview factor

● Do not use slopes based on grid-average sfc elevation

Model-observation intercomparison 
● Over Alps using global SW radiation observations

OROTUR

● Testing, tuning, choosing basic orovariable
● Study the interactions with surface layer turbulence 

parametrizations and their roughness defnitions

Model-observation intercomparison
● Find an area with representative wind observations, 

downscale model wind towards point observations

Checking and optimizing the code in cy43 → SURFEX 9 →→ cy45



  

Thank you for your attention!
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